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Inclusive Dance
Inclusive dance is dance for EVERYONE regardless of ability or disability.
Inclusive dance focuses on exploring and developing individual creativity
and celebrating uniqueness, as well as uncovering physical potential.
Inclusive dance opens up many doors to people as a fun, recreational activity.
Collaboration trumps precision!
Para Dance UK is a charity and the National Governing Body for Para Dance
Sport and a leading provider for inclusive dance in the UK.
Our aim is to develop and promote dance as a sport and an inclusive leisure
activity across the country in a safe and enjoyable environment.
Dance is for Everyone and should not exclude anyone. Everybody has the
right to experience the joys of movement to music, and to a healthy and
enjoyable lifestyle.

#EveryoneCanDance

Benefits
Children have a thirst for learning and often have great imaginations, as
educators it is important to engage them in exciting, fun activities that will
help them develop physically, mentally, emotionally, and socially. Getting
children up and moving is one of the best ways to tap into their creativity.
Dancing encourages independent thinking, listening skills, following
instructions and stimulates creative thinking amongst other things.
Dancing is great for maintaining healthy bones, improving posture and
muscle strength, increasing balance and co-ordination, improving spatial
awareness and beating stress. One of the best things about dancing is
that while you’re having fun moving to music, you’re getting all the health
benefits of a good workout.
Taking good care of our Mental Health is more important than ever. Inclusive
dance provides a great opportunity for young people to find purpose, social
solidarity, connection and improves their coping resources.
Regular dance classes may begin to play an important role in in enabling
participants to carry out other daily activities. Once you have been running
sessions regularly, the effects on mobility, social interaction and confidence
may be noticed immediately.
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Considerations During Covid-19
The Covid-19 situation also calls for correct and adequate spacing between
individuals in the dancing space. Consider allocating a ‘dance area’ or marking
off zones and working in small bubbles.
Please remember to count Teaching Assistants (TA), family and other support
staff as individuals in these bubbles.
For more information on mitigating actions against the spread of Coronavirus
when teaching dance, please refer to the Social Distancing and Risk
Mitigation in Performing Arts Environments section of Para Dance UK’s
Return to Play Guidance, which can be found via the link below.
Return to Play Guidance: https://paradance.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2020/08/Para-Dance-UK-Return-to-Play-Guidance-Aug-2020.pdf
Please ensure that you follow Government Guidelines with regards to social
distancing, what to do if presenting Covid-19 symptoms etc.
The latest Government Advice can be found at www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Risk Assessment
Para Dance UK have produced Risk Assessment Guidelines which can be
found here:
https://paradance.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Covid-19-RiskAssessment-Guidance.pdf
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Health & Safety Considerations
Space

Ensure the dancing space is well lit and ventilated and free of clutter. Assess
the space for any hazards and carry out your own Risk Assessment. Check for
leads from speakers, shoes and bags in the space, water bottles that may spill.
Always ensure there is enough space between participants so that nobody
touches when they are dancing. If necessary, split the group in half to allow
for more space. If participants are dancing at home, ask them to check the
space for clutter or trip hazards e.g. Carpets, rugs, walls and even pets which
could present a trip hazard!

Warming Up

Always carry out a Warm Up to get the blood flowing and encourage gentle
increased mobility before embarking on the dance routine section and also
to introduce some of the basic movement patterns you will use in the dance
routine section. This should build in size and range

Warming Up

Always carry out a Warm Up to get the blood flowing and encourage gentle
increased mobility before embarking on the dance routine section and also
to introduce some of the basic movement patterns you will use in the dance
routine section.
This should build in size and range of movements and should be suitable
to the participant. Avoid any risky or dangerous large or uncontrolled
movements. A warmup can focus the attention and increase the energy
and engagement.

Cooling Down

After you have taught your dance routine, allow participants to Cool Down. It
is important to lower the heart rate gradually and prepare the body for some
stretches. Again, this should be suitable to the participant. Avoid any risky or
dangerous large or uncontrolled movements. A cool down also helps to calm
and focus and indicate that the dance session has come to an end.

Dress Appropriately

Participants need to be comfortable and safe. Do not wear jewellery. If
dancing with others, ensure that spacing is maintained and if working with
wheelchairs that enclosed shoes are worn if possible, to avoid stepping on
toes or other injury. Dangling or overly restricting clothing should be avoided.
Ensure that participants do not get too hot or cold and are able to remove
layers of clothing if needed.

Hydration

Ensure participants have access to fluids for hydration during class whether at
home or at school.
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Additional Considerations
Wheelchair users will need to make sure that they are seated correctly for
dancing. Ensure that brakes are on when stationary and that participants
are sitting with their bottom against the back of the chair, feet on footrests.
Check that power wheelchairs have battery charge and that care is taken in
tight spaces with power switched off when stationary.
Do encourage the use of walking frames in dance sessions where appropriate.
They help participants with balance and give a sense of confidence.
Encouraging a participant to stand for at least some of the session will benefit
their overall health and wellbeing. Make sure the frame height of the walking
frame is correct for the user to avoid injury.
It is good practice to encourage participants to assume a ‘neutral position’
when dancing. That is standing or sitting tall, shoulders up and down the back,
engaging their tummy muscles. This can impact upon the likelihood of injury.
Care should be taken that all participants work within their own comfort and
capabilities and do not overextend or overexert themselves. Make sure that
you can be seen or heard throughout the session and that all participants
understand when they should stop and listen/look.
Ensure that participants with sensitive hearing are placed away from the
sound system and those that are hard of hearing can hear the music! Find a
happy medium which is not easy!
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How to use the teaching videos
Ensure that participants with sensitive hearing are placed away from the
sound system and those that are hard of hearing can hear the music! Find a
happy medium which is not easy!
The below points will help you to translate the choreography from our
dance videos when teaching! They are designed to be used over a period of
time and you can dip in and out of them as you see fit. Be flexible with the
choreography and feel free to add or remove sections and movement to suit
your own group, as well as change the tempo or timing of the music (further
notes on this below).
Do use the pause feature to stop and practice the dance in sections so that
you can learn in parts and build up to the full routine. Teach from a mirroring
position if possible, meaning that if you wave your right arm you are
expecting participants to wave their left arm in response.

NB. The videos are recorded in mirror position

Transcript
Para Dance UK will provide a script and transcript to support you alongside
the videos.
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Translations
Standing or seated

The dances can be performed seated or standing and we have provided both
recorded options. You may wish to adapt moves for those that are seated
and vice versa. Do refer to both videos for ideas on how to adapt a move for
either position. You can change these as suitable for your participants and add
in or take out movements.
If you are adding your own moves and want them to work for both positions,
consider the wheelchair as an extension of the participant’s body. If you are
instructing a ‘walk forward’, participants can roll their wheelchairs forward in
the same manner.

Consider the intention of the ‘action’

and the different ways that the body can carry out that action. For example,
a ‘jump’ is simply a ‘sudden’ and ‘quick’ movement that can be carried out by
any body part; pushing hands together and releasing them quickly or pushing
the chest upwards. In this way, each movement can be translated to suit every
participant.
Keep in mind what you know about the participants’ individual physical
ability and personal likes/dislikes and plan your sessions around these Those
with lesser control or limited mobility may require the support of a Teaching
Assistant (TA).
Focus on the prominent movements and have options in place e.g. An arm
circle could become a hand circle, or a clap could become a tap of the finger
or a clap with a support worker. If a participant has a ‘stronger’ side of their
body, incorporate this. Ensure that you value your support workers and TA’s –
they can be an extension of a participants’ movement.

Communication

Clear communication is key in Inclusive Dance. When supporting participants
with learning difficulties, use clear language with visual signs and cues and
keep routines simple and repetitive. PECs cards are a good choice where
appropriate, and/or use of laminated pictures to signal different points in
the lesson i.e. Warm up, dance, cool down. It can be helpful to indicate the
structure of the session so that participants can prepare and know what is
coming next.
For participants with visual impairments, issue clear and explicit verbal
instructions when describing dance movements for example: with your knees
bent, take a small step forward with your left leg.
If there are support staff assisting, have them encourage the participant to
take their arm, hand or elbow to guide them around the space. Support staff
should walk beside them but slightly in front to enable participants to feel
when they are changing direction in the space. Verbalise what is coming eg a
change of direction or change in level to help the participant prepare.
the videos.
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Translations Continued
How to teach dance online or one to one

The videos provided are designed to work with groups of participants,
however, they are easily applied to one to one activity. For example, when
teaching via a virtual platform when not all participants are in the same space,
you could use a movement canon. This occurs when participants perform the
same movement phrase one after the other. When teaching online, be open
to the fact that you may not be able to see the participant’s whole body.

Music

Get to know your music. Count the bars in each verse and chorus. How slow
or fast is the beat? If you have wheelchair users in your class or those with
lesser mobility, you will need to ensure that they have adequate time to carry
out the movement. For example, a turn on the spot and step back may take
six beats of music for nondisabled dancers, and for wheelchair dances it may
take twelve beats. Consider that TA’s or support workers will need more time
to change position e.g. From a static movement to a travelling movement.
They may need to adjust a hand hold with a participant or move behind a
chair to be able to push which takes up more counts in the music. Your aim is
to make the routine as smooth and comfortable as possible for all participants
and there is nothing wrong with slowing things down or adding additional
movements for those that have already achieved the movement.

Other Teaching Tips
Consistency

Be consistent when teaching dance. Introducing an object of reference for
‘dancing’ (a ballet shoe for example) will help a participant understand that it
is time to dance. Keep sessions reasonably fast paced to hold attention. Hold
sessions in the same place each time to allow participants to feel comfortable
wherever possible.

Narrative

Using a narrative or storyline and metaphors can be a great aid when
teaching dance. If you want a participant to ‘reach up’ ask them to ‘reach
up to the stars’ or if they need to stay still in a ‘starting position’ ask them
to ‘freeze’. Phrases like ‘move like an excited puppy’ to encourage fast
movement or ‘like a leaf on a windy day’ to encourage floaty movement
really help participants to explore their own movement vocabulary and get
creative! It also encourages collaboration and of course from a Teacher’s
perspective, it will help you to remember the routine too!
If things get out of hand, and participants are too excited and/or experiencing
sensory overload, have a ‘back-up’ process that incorporates rhythmic tapping
for example or allow time out. Tapping with fingertips on different body parts
can help to calm the nervous system. Then revisit the routine.
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Other Teaching Tips Continued
Repetition

Teach in stages. Don’t try to churn out the whole routine in one session.
Repeat, repeat, repeat. Consider splitting the group in two so that half watch
and half perform what they have learnt and vice versa. You can ask spectators
to give feedback on the things they liked and what worked well. This is also a
good opportunity to allocate roles – a count caller for example.
Movement to music is so much fun but bear in mind that children will sing
along to lyrics in a song when they can and this can distract participants from
following the movements you are demonstrating! Many will not be able to
sing and move at the same time.
However, singing is an excellent aid for muscle memory and the dance itself
has a rhythm and phrasing. As this piece is for performance, it will be difficult
for the participants to remember not to sing when performing it, and so try to
discourage this unless you want it in the final piece!

Praise

Give praise when participants are doing really well! Remember to praise them
as they learn the routine, when they have grasped a concept or have tried
their best, particularly when they have found something challenging.
If a section or movement is not coming together or causing problems for
the dancers after much practice, change it to a different movement, timing
or direction to make it easier. The most important thing is to develop the
confidence and enjoyment in dance rather than the perfect routine.

Have Fun!
Para Dance UK’s Inclusive Dance Teacher Training (IDT): This course is for anyone
wanting to run or be involved with Inclusive Dance sessions. This course is suitable for
dance teachers who wish to open their services to all abilities, those involved with sports
and social groups and people with a focus on disability and the care environment. There
are no entry requirements for this course, other than an interest in learning more about
the subject. Para Dance UK welcomes applications from people with any ability and with
any impairment to train to lead Inclusive Dance. For more information visit: https://
paradance.org.uk/training/courses/
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